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Six-year-old Isaiah awakes in a cold apartment to find
himself all alone. Jailed for drug possession, his mother
has not been home for two nights. Isaiah is taken into
protective custody and put in an emergency shelter.
Eventually hes placed with his grandmother, Mrs. Jones.
Isaiah longs to be back with his mother who begins drug
treatment. His hopes face a tough reality. His
grandmother has a wise and kind heart. She listens to
Isaiahs longings and seeks to keep hope alive and bring
healing.
Presents a collection of short stories that look at the
concept of robotics.
Shortly before World War II, Etsuko returns to Japan with
her infant nephew to dwell in the foreboding samurai
home of her estranged mother, where she struggles to
find inner peace as the world descends into war. A first
novel. Reprint. 12,000 first printing.
Shows how important learning is in a country where only
a few children are able to go to school.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant,
impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a
technological device that will allow her to speak for the
first time.
A 2018 Caldecott Honor Book that Kirkus Reviews calls
“a must-read for our times,” A Different Pond is an
unforgettable story about a simple event - a long-ago
fishing trip. Graphic novelist Thi Bui and acclaimed poet
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Bao Phi deliver a powerful, honest glimpse into a
relationship between father and son - and between
cultures, old and new. As a young boy, Bao and his
father awoke early, hours before his father’s long
workday began, to fish on the shores of a small pond in
Minneapolis. Unlike many other anglers, Bao and his
father fished for food, not recreation. A successful catch
meant a fed family. Between hope-filled casts, Bao’s
father told him about a different pond in their homeland
of Vietnam. Thi Bui’s striking, evocative art paired with
Phi’s expertly crafted prose has earned this powerful
picture books six starred reviews and numerous awards.
Discusses reading comprehension and offers ways for
teachers to develop it in their students, exploring the
cognitive and social aspects of comprehension while
viewing it as an active process.
A child enjoys a glorious day in the rain, listening to the
varied sounds it makes as it comes down.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death
has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany.
The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a
foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the
help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to
read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors
during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
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hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that
burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times
“Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL
SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
This book show you how you can foster reflective,
independent thinking in your class; boost the number of
students who actively participate; and prevent the
discussions from falling flat or degenerating into "bull
sessions." This volume features 20 student-centered
lesson plans and includes answer keys for teachers.
Each lesson plan engages students in active learning.
Rose Howard is obsessed with homonyms. She's thrilled
that her own name is a homonym, and she purposely
gave her dog Rain a name with two homonyms (Reign,
Rein), which, according to Rose's rules of homonyms, is
very special. Not everyone understands Rose's
obsessions, her rules, and the other things that make her
different – not her teachers, not other kids, and not her
single father. When a storm hits their rural town, rivers
overflow, the roads are flooded, and Rain goes missing.
Rose's father shouldn't have let Rain out. Now Rose has
to find her dog, even if it means leaving her routines and
safe places to search. Hearts will break and spirits will
soar for this powerful story, brilliantly told from Rose's
point of view.
From the author of the acclaimed, "New York Times"
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bestseller "Fish in a Tree" comes a compelling story
about a young girl raised by her kindhearted
grandmother who now looks at their life with new eyes
and wishes she could have a "regular family."
Because the Taliban rulers of Kabul, Afghanistan impose
strict limitations on women's freedom and behavior,
eleven-year-old Parvana must disguise herself as a boy
so that her family can survive after her father's arrest.
"Gail Gibbons is known for her ability to bring the
nonfiction world into focus for young students. Through
pictures, captions, and text, this book provides a window
into the world of growing things...Erin Mallon
complements Gibbons’s text with a clear, clipped, and
purposeful narration." -AudioFile Magazine
A personal account by a college student who endured
years of bullying and disapprobation describes how after
numerous failed therapies she accepted her transgender
status and began learning how to be a girl while pursuing
surgical gender reassignment. A first book.
In this short story first published by Ray Bradbury in the
1951 "Illustrated Man" collection, the game of "Invasion"
has been sweeping the country. Children all across the
nation pretend to have been enlisted by alien invaders,
their job to overthrow their parents, and help their
newfound friends take over the Earth. To Mrs. Morris, it's
harmless fun - but to her daughter Mink, it's far from just
a game.

C. S. Lewis was a British author, lay theologian, and
contemporary of J.R.R. Tolkien. The Lion, the Witch,
and the Wardrobe is the first book in The Chronicles
of Narnia.
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A Newbery Honor WinnerA New York Times
Bestseller This stunning fantasy inspired by Chinese
folklore is a companion novel to Starry River of the
Sky and the New York Times bestselling and
National Book Award finalist When the Sea Turned
to Silver In the valley of Fruitless mountain, a young
girl named Minli lives in a ramshackle hut with her
parents. In the evenings, her father regales her with
old folktales of the Jade Dragon and the Old Man on
the Moon, who knows the answers to all of life's
questions. Inspired by these stories, Minli sets off on
an extraordinary journey to find the Old Man on the
Moon to ask him how she can change her family's
fortune. She encounters an assorted cast of
characters and magical creatures along the way,
including a dragon who accompanies her on her
quest for the ultimate answer. Grace Lin, author of
the beloved Year of the Dog and Year of the Rat
returns with a wondrous story of adventure, faith,
and friendship. A fantasy crossed with Chinese
folklore, Where the Mountain Meets the Moon is a
timeless story reminiscent of The Wizard of Oz and
Kelly Barnhill's The Girl Who Drank the Moon. Her
beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color, accompany
the text throughout. Once again, she has created a
charming, engaging book for young readers.
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who
dream of escape to the forest."—The New York
Times Book Review Sam Gribley is terribly unhappy
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living in New York City with his family, so he runs
away to the Catskill Mountains to live in the
woods—all by himself. With only a penknife, a ball of
cord, forty dollars, and some flint and steel, he
intends to survive on his own. Sam learns about
courage, danger, and independence during his year
in the wilderness, a year that changes his life
forever. “An extraordinary book . . . It will be read
year after year.” —The Horn Book
Unusual from the day she is born, Thunder Rose
performs all sorts of amazing feats, including
building metal structures, taming a stampeding herd
of steers, capturing a gang of rustlers, and turning
aside a tornado. A Coretta Scott King Honor Book.
Reprint.
Soft Rain, a nine-year-old Cherokee girl, is forced to
relocate, along with her family, from North Carolina
to the West.
Two girls, one white and one black, gradually get to
know each other as they sit on the fence that divides
their town.
An account of the Great Chicago Fire combines
archival photographs and drawings with personal
accounts by its survivors and historical documents.
A grandfather and his blind grandson, Boy-Strengthof-Blue-Horses, reminisce about the young boy's
birth, his first horse, and an exciting horse race.
This book presents all the publicly available
questions from the PISA surveys. Some of these
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questions were used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and
2006 surveys and others were used in developing
and trying out the assessment.
Though everyone eagerly awaits the rain, it is slow in
coming.
A Good Morning America Book Club Pick and New
York Times Bestseller! From debut author Asha
Lemmie, “a lovely, heartrending story about love and
loss, prejudice and pain, and the sometimes
dangerous, always durable ties that link a family
together.” —Kristin Hannah, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of The Nightingale Kyoto,
Japan, 1948. “Do not question. Do not fight. Do not
resist.” Such is eight-year-old Noriko “Nori”
Kamiza’s first lesson. She will not question why her
mother abandoned her with only these final words.
She will not fight her confinement to the attic of her
grandparents’ imperial estate. And she will not resist
the scalding chemical baths she receives daily to
lighten her skin. The child of a married Japanese
aristocrat and her African American GI lover, Nori is
an outsider from birth. Her grandparents take her in,
only to conceal her, fearful of a stain on the royal
pedigree that they are desperate to uphold in a
changing Japan. Obedient to a fault, Nori accepts
her solitary life, despite her natural intellect and
curiosity. But when chance brings her older halfbrother, Akira, to the estate that is his inheritance
and destiny, Nori finds in him an unlikely ally with
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whom she forms a powerful bond—a bond their
formidable grandparents cannot allow and that will
irrevocably change the lives they were always meant
to lead. Because now that Nori has glimpsed a world
in which perhaps there is a place for her after all, she
is ready to fight to be a part of it—a battle that just
might cost her everything. Spanning decades and
continents, Fifty Words for Rain is a dazzling epic
about the ties that bind, the ties that give you
strength, and what it means to be free.
This book presents a practical model and specific
unit- and lesson-planning ideas for enhancing
students' reading comprehension in any 2-8
classroom. The authors provide innovative
suggestions that help teachers construct a
comprehension curriculum organized around
literature, informational texts, or a basal reading
program. Vivid case examples and vignettes bring to
life ways to build the knowledge, strategies, and
motivation that children need to engage with different
types of texts and become proficient, enthusiastic
readers. Graphic elements throughout the volume
link instructional and assessment practices directly
to the Common Core standards.
The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who
want to conquer space, colonize the planet, and
escape a doomed Earth.
Part of Longman's "Literature for College Readers"
series, American 24-Karat Gold is a collection of
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American short stories for the developmental
readers. The text includes classic American writers
(e.g., Mark Twain, O. Henry, Kate Chopin) along with
diverse modern writers (e.g., Maxine Hong Kingston,
Migene Gonzalez-Wippler, and Alice Walker.) The
text begins with a sample lesson designed with the
developmental learner in mind-introducing reading
skills, note-taking, and literary terms. Following the
sample lesson, the stories are arranged by literary
elements: character, conflict, plot, irony, etc. Each
story contains pre-reading vocabulary exercises and
questions, headnotes, a journal entry worksheet,
comprehension quizzes, and writing prompts.
A story of resilience and redemption set against one
of Americas defining momentsthe Dust Bowl. Its
1935 in Oklahoma, and lives are determined by the
dust. Fourteen-year-old Kathryn Baile, a spitfire born
with a severe clubfoot, is coming of age in desperate
times. Once her beloved older sister marries,
Kathryns only comfort comes in the well-worn pages
of her favorite book, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.
Then Kathryns father decides to relocate to
Indianapolis, and only the promise of a surgery to
finally make her normal convinces Kathryn to leave
Oklahoma behind. But disaster strikes along the
way, and Kathryn must rely on her grit and the
ragged companions she meets on the road if she is
to complete her journey. Back in Boise City, Melissa
Baile Mayfield is the newest member of the
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wealthiest family in all of Cimarron County. In spite
of her poor, rural upbringing, Melissa has just
married the towns most eligible bachelor and is
determined to be everything her husbandand her
new social classexpects her to be. But as the
drought tightens its grip, Henrys true colors are
revealed. Melissa covers her bruises with expensive
new makeup and struggles to reconcile her affluent
life with that of her starving neighbors. Haunted by
the injustice and broken by Henrys refusal to help,
Melissa secretly defies her husband, risking her life
to follow Gods leading. Two sisters, struggling
against unspeakable hardship, discover that even in
their darkest times, they are still united in spirit, and
God is still with them, drawing them home.
An injured goose rescued by Babushka, having
broken the painted eggs intended for the Easter
Festival in Moscva, lays thirteen marvelously colored
eggs to replace them, then leaves behind one final
miracle in egg form before returning to her own kind.
A classic work of American literature that has not stopped
changing minds and lives since it burst onto the literary
scene, The Things They Carried is a ground-breaking
meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive
power of storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the
men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat
Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the
character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam
to become a father and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught
everywhere—from high school classrooms to graduate
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seminars in creative writing—it has become required reading
for any American and continues to challenge readers in their
perceptions of fact and fiction, war and peace, courage and
fear and longing. The Things They Carried won France's
prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre Etranger and the Chicago
Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer
Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award.
It all begins when Soft Rain's teacher reads a letter stating
that as of May 23, 1838, all Cherokee people are to leave
their land and move to what many Cherokees called "the land
of darkness". . .the west. Soft Rain is confident that her family
will not have to move, because they have just planted corn for
the next harvest but soon thereafter, soldiers arrive to take
nine-year-old, Soft Rain, and her mother to walk the Trail of
Tears, leaving the rest of her family behind. Because Soft
Rain knows some of the white man's language, she soon
learns that they must travel across rivers, valleys, and
mountains. On the journey, she is forced to eat the white
man's food and sees many of her people die. Her courage
and hope are restored when she is reunited with her father, a
leader on the Trail, chosen to bring her people safely to their
new land. Praise for Soft Rain: "An eye-opening introduction
to this painful period of American history."--Publisher's
Weekly "The characters themselves transform a sorrowful
story of adversity into a tale of human resilience."--Kirkus
Reviews "This gentle child's-eye view will move readers
enormously."--Jane Yolen
“Written with love, told with joy. Very easy to enjoy.”—Fredrik
Backman, author of A Man Called Ove For fans of The Little
Paris Bookshop and The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed
Out the Window and Disappeared comes a heartwarming
debut about 96-year-old Doris, who writes down the
memories of her eventful life as she pages through her
decades-old address book. But the most profound moment of
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her life is still to come . . . Meet Doris, a 96-year-old woman
living alone in her Stockholm apartment. She has few visitors,
but her weekly Skype calls with Jenny—her American
grandniece, and her only relative—give her great joy and
remind her of her own youth. When Doris was a girl, she was
given an address book by her father, and ever since she has
carefully documented everyone she met and loved
throughout the years. Looking through the little book now,
Doris sees the many crossed-out names of people long gone
and is struck by the urge to put pen to paper. In writing down
the stories of her colorful past—working as a maid in Sweden,
modelling in Paris during the 30s, fleeing to Manhattan at the
dawn of the Second World War—can she help Jenny, haunted
by a difficult childhood, unlock the secrets of their family and
finally look to the future? And whatever became of Allan, the
love of Doris’s life? A charming novel that prompts reflection
on the stories we all should carry to the next generation, and
the surprises in life that can await even the oldest among us,
The Red Address Book introduces Sofia Lundberg as a
wise—and irresistible—storyteller.
Quick, critical reading is an essential skill needed in the
classroom and is critical to succeed on all standardized tests.
Be it literature, essays, or articles, this new addition to the
Express Review Guides series covers all of these aspects of
reading comprehension. It's also filled with tips on how to
develop reading strategies, how to read better, understand
more, and do it all faster. Includes pre and posttests to show
progress and comprehension.
A farm family scurries for shelter from a violent thunderstorm
that brings welcome relief from the heat and also an
unexpected surprise.
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